The new soft contract collection from Keilhauer. Combining the concepts of individuality and collaboration that apply to today’s casual workspace.

Designed by EOOS
Made by Keilhauer
untucked™ | Lounge
untucked™ | Lounge

Opt

Coy

Oro
untucked™ | Lounge Finishes

**Leg Finishes**

**Ash**

- AHS Snow
- AHF Fog
- AHN Natural
- AHW Walnut
- AHG Dark Grey

- AHY Yellow
- AHC Chartreuse
- AHB Blue
- AHP Pink
- AHM Midnight

**Walnut**

- Natural Walnut

**Oro Bracket Finishes**

- PC00 - Nickel
- Chrome
- PC05 - Shale
- PC24 - Warm Grey

- PC25 - White
- PC27 - Bronze
- PC23 - Dark Grey
- PC01 - Onyx
Parlez Colors and Finishes

Base Finishes

| PA00 - Polished Aluminum | PC26 - Black (Satin) | PC23 - Dark Grey | PC27 - Bronze |

Table Top Options

**Ash**
- AHB - Blue
- AHC - Chartreuse
- AHF - Fog
- AHG - Dark Grey
- AHM - Midnight
- AHN - Natural Ash
- AHP - Pink
- AHS - Snow
- AHW - Walnut on Ash
- AHY - Yellow

**Walnut**
- WAN - Natural Walnut

**Quartz**
- Q01 - Cambria Black
- Q02 - White Cliff
- Q03 - Elfa
- Q04 - Delgatie
- Q05 - Rose Bay
- Q06 - Queen Anne
- Q07 - Wellington

**Solid Matte Laminate**
- Lam61 - Biano Kos
- Lam70 - Nero Ingo
All models have the option of standard bench, square table, rectangular table. Only benches without corners offer double rectangular table and only benches with back offers square cushion.

All Above models come in LEF/REF options as well as 3 different lengths: 63”, 77.5” & 88”

All Above models come in LAF/RAF options as well as 3 different lengths: 69.5”, 82” & 94.5”
Leg Finishes

Ash

- AHS Snow
- AHY Yellow
- AHC Chartreuse
- AHB Blue
- AHN Natural
- AHW Walnut
- AHG Dark Grey

Walnut

- Natural Walnut
untucked | 141 Models

71011/71111

71012/71112

71013/71113

71014/71114

71021/71121

71023/71123

71022/71122
**Nylon Base Finishes**

- 14 - Warm Grey
- 15 - Black
- 23 - Dark Grey

**Aluminum Base Finishes**

- PC24 - Warm Grey
- PC26 - Black (Satin)
- PC23 - Dark Grey
- PC27 - Bronze
- PA00 - Polished Aluminum

**Arm Finishes**

- 72124/72125
- 72134/72135
- 72224/72234
- 72225/72235

*Arms are aluminum and will either be PA00 or match powder coat/ nylon on base*

*Arms come with upholstered arm caps or urethane arm caps.*

*Traditional Synchro tilt mechanism. Seat drops back and arms move separately from the back.*
*Power can be Undermount Power or Top Power, not both. Power runs down one leg, using the same technique as Awla standing height tables.
untucked | Awla Finishes

Leg Finishes/ Table Top Finishes

Ash

AHS Snow
AHF Fog
AHN Natural
AHW Walnut
AHG Dark Grey
AHF Fog
AHC Chartreuse
AHB Blue
AHP Pink
AHM Midnight

Walnut

Natural Walnut

*Lag and top stain must match when natural walnut is selected
*Table edge color to match table top color
*Wood veneer top has wood veneer edge; Laminate top has colored MDF edge

Standard Laminates

LAM32 - Antique White
LAM31 - Designer White
909 Black

Matte Laminates

LAM70 - Nero Ingo

Edge Detail
11031/11131
Square 42”
conference table

11032/11132
Square 48”
conference table

11033/11133
Round 48”
conference table

11034/11134
Rectangle 48” x 68”
conference table

11035/11135
Rectangle 68” x 68”
conference table

11036/11136
Rectangle 48” x 96”
conference table
Geometry Coffee Tables

- Square
- Rectangle
- Diamond
Wood Finishes - Legs & Top

*Wood legs and table top must match for Geometry Diamond & Rectangle

Ash

AHS Snow
AHD Fog
AHC Natural
AHW Walnut
AHG Dark Grey

AHI Yellow
AHL Chartreuse
AHB Blue
AHP Pink
AHH Midnight

Walnut

Natural Walnut

Tabletop Finish Options

Standard Laminates

*Laminate available (upcharge required)

Geometry Square Base Finishes

PC00 - Nickel
PC05 - Shale
PC24 - Warm Grey
PC25 - White
PC27 - Bronze
PC23 - Dark Grey
PC01 - Onyx

Edge Detail

Option 1 - wood top
Option 2 - laminate top
untucked™ | Side Table Models & Finishes

**Bloc**

**Base Finishes**

- PC00 - Nickel
- PC25 - White
- PC05 - Slate
- PC24 - Warm Grey
- PC23 - Dark Grey
- PC01 - Onyx

**Solid Matte Laminates**

- LAM61 - Bianco Kos
- LAM70 - Nero Ingo

**Optional Edge Bracket Finishes**

*Same finish options as base

**Stix**

**Leg Finishes - Legs & Top**

*Wood legs and table top must match

**Ash**

- AHS Snow
- AHB Blue

**Walnut**

- AHS Snow
- AHB Blue

- AHC Chartreuse
- AHN Natural

- AHP Pink
- AHW Walnut

- AHG Dark Grey
- AHM Midnight

- Natural Walnut